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This thesis is a computer investigation o£ the VHF,
UHF and SHF frequency bands for possible use by Marine Corps
Packet Radio systems. It uses the STAR Terrain Model to
analyze the different connectivity patterns that appear as
the units of the Marine Amphibious Brigade move across the
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I. INTRODUCTION
Packet Radio (PR) is a technology that extends the
application of packet switching, which evolved for networks
of point-to-point communication lines, into the area of
broadcast radio. It offers a highly effective way of using
a multiple-access radio channel, with potentially large
numbers of mobile users, to support digital communications
over a wide geographic area.
Users in a packet radio network are assumed to share
common radio channels, access to which is controlled by
microprocessors in the packet radios. The unit of trans-
mission in a packet radio network is called a packet. It
contains a number of data bits and is usually variable in
length. A packet includes all addressing and control
information necessary to correctly route the packet to its
final destination. Each packet wends its way from node to
node through the network until it arrives at its final desti-
nation and is delivered.
An essential attribute of any network is its ability to
provide full connectivity among all network nodes [Ref . 1]
.
It is this connectivity that will be examined in this report.
The nodes in this network will be the units that comprise the
Marine Amphibious Brigade C^^B) . The units will be spread over
a battlefield such that their positions relative to one another
will be in keeping with current doctrine. The battlefield will

be the STAR model o£ the Fulda Gap region in West Germany,




II. LINK EQUATIONS FOR PACKET RADIOS
A. GENER.U
Ground radio links are subject to severe variations in
received signal strength due to local variations in terrain
and foliage. In addition, reflections give rise to multiple
signal paths which lead to distortion and fading as signals
with different delays interfere at a receiver. As a result,
RF connectivity is difficult to predict in detail and may
change abruptly as units move about the battlefield.
If a packet radio network existed such that all radios
were sited with a radio line-of -sight path to nearby neigh-
bors, then the predictability and reliability of such a
network would be greatly increased. Particularly if a
packet radio network existed such that all radios possessed
an optical line -of -sight to nearby neighbors, then analysis
of the network would be greatly simplified. ^ The stringent
requirement for an optical line-of - sight over the earth
will be used in this report to simplify the calculations.
^An optical line -of -sight exists when a straight line
can be drawn between the two antennas, and the line is
not intersected by the earth. A radio line-of -sight is
an RF path between a transmitter and a receiver. This
path can exist in the absence of an optical line-of- sight
because of obstacle gain and diffraction.

B. LINK EQUATION
The link equation used in this report is
^T S ^R




Boltzman's constant (-228.6 dB)
noise temperature (24.6 dB)
RF bandwidth of receiver
system noise figure
signal-to-noise ratio at receiver input
corresponding to minimum acceptable
message quality





















TT Q is the loss due to oxygen and water vapor
absorption at frequencies above about 10 GHz,

Lr,„ • is the loss due to rainfall attenuation atRain
frequencies above about 3 GHz
. Lry and L^^ are the losses associated with the trans
raitting and receiving stations,
. L includes incidental losses, and
P
. Lp is the loss associated with foliage penetration
Therefore the link equation is :
^T ^T ^R
For the analysis of the connectivity of the MAB ' s radio
network the following parameters w^ere given.
(1) Both transmit and receive antennas were omni-
directional in the horizontal plane and had a 30'
beamwidth in the vertical plane.
(2) The transmit power was 1 watt.
(3) The data rate was 16 kbs with a P < lO' .
e —
(4) The system noise figure was 15 dB, [Lj) (L„) was
3 dB , and L was 1 dB
.
To find the SNR . that will give a P < 10 we havemm * e —
P^ < I erfc /I

where z is the SNR^^^^ [Ref. 3]. This gives a SNR^^^ of
10.53 dB, or about 11 dB for PRK.
To get the gain of the transmit and receive antennas,
which are omni-directional in the horizontal plane and have
a 30° beamwidth in the vertical plane we have the following
equation.
Directive Gain Grp, G
R
2 2
^T = ^R = aTii- = (er)((t)r) = 9^ '^ ^^dians
or
r r 47T
360'' 41253 . ,
^T = ^R = r2TT ,o.r2Tr ., = ?9-^ = 9-^-- ^^ degrees
^360 ® ^^360 * ^
S = Gr= ^,l]lllo^ - 3.8197 = 5.82 dB ,
Thus for P^ = 1 watt = dBw and Bj^p = 2 x 16 kbps the link
equation becomes
dB + 5.82 dB + 5.82 dB . ,, ,„
-228.6dB+24.6dB+4SdB+lSdB[L^J (Lq





LdB - t^sS^ - H/ldB * [^ain^dB * t^pl^g 1 140.64 dB
Therefore, the attenuation due to path loss, rain, and
foliage must be less than or equal to about 141 dB . It is
this link loss of 141 dB that was used in the model to deter
mine whether or not a link "existed." All combinations of
transmitters and receivers were analyzed to find links that
had losses of less than 141 dB
.
C. PATH LOSS
The minimum theoretical path loss on a radio link in
free-space is given by the following formula.
T T /-4TTd^ 2
For a ground radio link, the path loss of free -space may be
approached on a link having a radio line -of -sight , although
even under this desirable condition diffraction and multipath
phenomena can greatly reduce received signal power. Average
path attenuation exceeds that of a free-space radio link by
a significant amount in the ground radio environment, depending
on the type of terrain and the elevation of the radio antenna.
The curves in Figures 1 and 2 show average path loss as a
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function of link range for a frequency of 1.080 GHz, and
illustrate these dependencies for two different transmitter
heights [Ref. 4]. These curves are typical also of propa-
gation at UHF.
It is worth noting that the variation of mean path loss
as a function of frequency is typically much less than the
variations due to terrain at a particular frequency [Ref. 1].
The curves shown reflect average values of path loss which
apply to a link of given length which is randomly selected
without regard to user siting. Well sited radios will
typically encounter less path loss than shown in the curves
[Ref. 1].
Bullington [Ref. 5] and later Jordan and Balmain [Ref. 6]
have developed a simplified propagation formula for trans-
mission in the VHF/UHF range when the elevated transmitting
and receiving antennas are far apart. Their approximations
are :
(1) The surface wave can be neglected in comparison
with the space ivfave
.
C2) The angle of incidence of the wave with the
earth C^ence the angle of reflection) is very
small so that the reflection factor equals -1.
When the approximations used are valid, the received field
strength is proportional to the height of the transmitting
antenna, the height of the receiving antenna, and inversely
proportional to the square of the distance between them [Refs.








Path loss versus range. 1 S-m transmitter height.
Path loss versus range. 2-m transmitter height.
Figures 1 and 2. Path loss versus range [Ref. M-]
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T T /- d >, 2
^s
^ Loss = (^
where h represents the heights of the antennas and d represents
the distance between them. This relation is independent of
frequency and is valid as long as the loss is more than the
free-space loss. Figure 3 shows the free-space loss, the loss
encountered over "smooth plains" from Figure 1, and the loss
associated with Bullington's equation for a transmit antenna
height of 15.2 meters and a receive antenna height of two
meters. Figure 4 represents the same data but with a transmit
antenna height of two meters. For both graphs, the error is
less than 5 dB over the range of interest, which is from a
few to about 10 km. Therefore Bullington's equation was
used in this thesis to predict path losses in the VHF and UHF
regions. The equation is valid as long as it produces losses
greater than the free-space loss. Therefore, the model uses
the larger of the two losses in calculating link loss.
D. ATTENUATION BY FOLIAGE
Another factor that affects the link loss is the attenua-
tion caused by foliage penetration. Nathanson [Ref. 7]
referenced a previously defined equation by Saxton and Lane
[Ref. 8] for attenuation in the frequency range from 100 MHz
to 3 GHz. He stated that for either antenna polarization,
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Figure 3. Comparison of Bullington' s loss equation vs. free space loss,
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Figure 4. Comparison of Bullington's loss equation vs. free space loss,
for a transmitter height of 2 meters

approximately by
A = 0.25 f"^^ (dB/m)
where f is the carrier frequency in gigahertz and A is attenua-
tion in dB per meter. This equation is used to calculate
attenuation from foliage penetration in the model.
E. ATTENUATION OF MILLIMETER WAVES
As shown in Figure 5, at frequencies above about 10 GHz,
transmission of millimeter waves through the atmosphere is
subject to attenuation caused by resonances of oxygen and
water vapor molecules. Attenuation by precipitation, primarily
rain, and attenuation associated with penetrating tree foliage
also play a key role.
For highly reliable operations at millimeter waves,
attenuation by rain is the dominent factor in determining
the reliability of the circuit. Figures 6a, b and c were
developed by Dudzinsky [Ref. 9] and give required margins
for three different levels of reliability. For various
frequencies. Figure 6a has as abscissa the path length and
gives as an ordinate the margin that will not be exceeded by
attenuation due to rain for 99.9% of the time.
The attenuation over a free-space path through a clear
atmosphere is simply the sum of the spreading loss (47rd/A)
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Figure 6a. Attenuation by rain as a function of path length





Figure 5b. Attenuation by rain as a function of path length




























Figure 5c. Attenuation by rain as a function of path length
for 99.999% reliability [Ref. 9].
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dependence of this attenuation on path length can be represented
by curves such as those of Figure 7 [Ref. 9]. These curves
can be used together with curves from Figures 6 to estimate
the performance of millimeter-wave communications links
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Figure 7 . Total attenuation through a clear atmosphere at
sea level [Ref. 9].
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III. THE STAR TERMIN MODEL
The STAR (Simulation o£ Tactical Alternative Responses)
ground-air combat model is a computer simulation program
developed at the Naval Postgraduate School during 1978-1979.
STAR is written in SIMSCRIPT II. 5 simulation language. The
idea for the STAR terrain representation -- called parametric
terrain -- was originally proposed by Major Chris Needels in
his 1976 Master o£ Science Thesis at the Naval Postgraduate
School [Ref. 10]. The model as used in this report is the
work of Professor James K. Hartman [Ref. 2]. The subroutines
that were developed specifically to analyze the M.A.B radio
links are outlined in detail in Appendix A.
The basic function which any terrain representation must
provide for a high-resolution combat simulation is, "for any
x,y map coordinates on the battlefield, compute the elevation
z of the terrain, and the height h of the forest if one
exists." The elevation z is generally called the macro
terrain.
The parametric terrain model used in STAR involves
storing a function f(x,y). The process of determining z for
a given x,y then reduces to computing the function z = f(x,y)
Parametric terrain has the advantage that the function f can
be stored using only a modest amount of computer storage. In
addition, the parametric terrain is inherently continuous, so
no interpolation is required for smoothing.
24

The parametric terrain model proposed by Needels
represents terrain by modeling individual hill masses. Each
hill mass is represented mathematically as a scaled bivariate
normal probability density function. This gives a characteristic
elliptic bell-shaped hill mass cross section as shown in
Figure 8. By varying the parameters, a wide variety o£
different hill locations, sizes, and shapes can be modeled.
By superposing several hill masses, the contour map can be
fitted to real map contours remarkably well by using the
maximum macro terrain.
In addition to the macro terrain, another factor that
influences line-of -sight computations in the STAR model is
the presence of forests. Forests in the model are represented
by cover ellipses on the ground. Each ellipse has a tree
height associated with it, and the forest is thus an elliptical
"cylinder" with that fixed height above the ground. Actual
forests with non-elliptical shapes and non-constant heights
can be approximated by combining several overlapping ellipses.
The tree height at a given point x,y is the maximum tree
height for all the forest ellipses containing the point x,y.
Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the terrain model on which all
computations have been performed. They are a 10 by 30 km section
of terrain near the town of Hunfeld, West Germany. Hunfeld
is located near the East German border in the Fulda Gap
region of central West Germany.
The map symbols that resemble capital Y's represent forested



































Figure 12. MAB Unit locations for the second set of data points,
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^Figure 13. MAB Unit locations for the third set of data points.
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100-meter contour lines accented. Grid lines in both the
horizontal and vertical directions are every 1000 meters.
The valley located at 41000 19000 has an elevation of 230
meters above sea level. The other two major valleys,
located at 53000 15000 and 76000 19000, have elevations
of 250 and 280 meters, respectively. The terrain represented
in the model is highly forested and very irregular and is
representative of many areas of the world.
The use of the STAR model has been simplified by the
subroutine RES. TERR developed by Professor Hartman. This
subroutine is called by the main program first and is set up
to dynamically reserve and dimension the various arrays so
that core requirements are minimized. The input to RES. TERR
is parameter information on the hill masses and forest
ellipses. This parameter information is currently stored on
disk.
To use the model all that is needed is to read in two
ten-digit grid coordinates and assign them to the variables
XA.LS, YA.LS, XB.LS and YB . LS . The variable XA.LS is the
five-digit x coordinate of the first point A and YA.LS is
the five-digit y coordinate. Now the macro terrain elevation
can be found by calling subroutine ELEV, or the height of the
trees at point A can be found by calling the subtroutine TREES.
To calculate the line-of -sight (LOS)
,
the following
information must be available for both points A and B:
(1) The X and y coordinates on the battlefield expressed
as XA.LS and YA.LS.
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(2) The macro terrain elevation (TMACA.LS) computed
from the ELEV subroutine.
(3) A micro terrain offset (TMICA.LS) of + or - from
the macro terrain. The offset is used to place
some of the antennas above the surrounding forest.
(4) The last piece of information that is needed is
the size of the antenna (SIZE.LS), which is
specified as three meters in this report.
Now the LOS subroutine can be called which will return
the percent visible of antenna B, i.e., the fraction of
antenna B that can be seen from the top of antenna A. This
is depicted in Figure 9 where point A's antenna is mounted on
top of the radio and point B's antenna is mast mounted.
The preceding paragraphs provide an overview of Professor
Hartman's report. Anyone wishing to use the STAR model should
become familiar with Ref. 2 before proceeding.
Four routines were written as part of this thesis
specifically to analyze the MAB ' s radio links. They are
MAIN, REPORT. PRINT, LPI and FOREST. The purpose of the MAIN
program is to determine if a radio transmission path exists
between points A and B, at the specified high frequency, at
the specified low frequency, or if no path exists at all.
The program defines a loxv frequency (FREQ.L) and high
frequency (FREQ.H). The maximum allowable loss between
points A and B, as given in Chapter I, is then specified.
The line -of -sight is specified as being from A to B (LAT0B.LS = 1)
31












Figure 9. A Line-o£-Sight Exists if the Top of Antenna A
Can See the Top of Antenna B.
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All o£ the points to be analyzed are read in at once with the
X coordinate first followed by the y coordinate, the node
number, the printing symbol code, and the "Mobility Factor."^
Then each pair of points is analyzed. Since all pairs of
points make up a symmetric matrix, only the upper half of
the matrix is analyzed. The offset (TMICA.LS) is initially
set to zero, but it can be changed to the tree height if the
mobility factor is "1."
The macro terrain elevation is found along with the tree
height at each pair of points. Antenna heights are also com-
puted and some redefining is done in preparation for the first
call of the LOS subroutine. The first call of LOS is done
over a terrain model that is void of trees. If a line-of-
sight exists over the ground then the forest ellipses are
reinstated and another line-of -sight is shot. The loss for
free-space and the loss associated with Bullington's equation
are both computed and the greater loss is used. If a line-of-
sight exists over the ground but not over the trees, then
the subroutine FOREST is called. The output of FOREST is
the amount of forests that lie between points A and B.
Now the total losses between A and B can be computed,
since it is a function of the distance, frequency and amount of
trees that intersect the line-of-sight . For each link, analysis is
^The Mobility Factor describes the unit's ability to erect
a large antenna and is described in Chapter IV.
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done to determine i£ the link can operate at the high
frequency, and then at the low frequency. For links that
exist, the fading margin is given as the number of dBs above
the required 11 dB , for a required Pg = 10 . If neither
frequency produces a favorable margin, then the link is
discarded and another pair of points (A,B) is looked at.
For links that do exist, the distance between the two points
is stored in matrix form for both (A,B) and (B,A). The
distance is stored as a truncated number if the link is being
carried by the higher frequency, and point one is added to
the distance if it is being carried by the lower frequency.
Next, the matrix of distance is sorted and the five
nearest neighbors to each point are displayed in table form.
The nearest neighbor would appear in the table as 10 if it
was accessible at the higher frequency and 11 if it was
accessible by the lower frequency. Other valid entries in
the table are 20, 21, 30, 31, 40, 41, 50, and 51.
The subroutine REPORT. PRINT prints out the contents of
the matrix that contains the listing of the five nearest
neighbors. It prints out the matrix in two separate formats.
The first format is larger and easier to work with, while the
second format is compatible with an 8-1/2" x 11" piece of
paper.
The subroutine LPI determines the signal-to-noise ratio
that an enemy listening post would receive if it used an
antenna with a gain of 5.8 dB . This subroutine follows the
34

same procedures as the MAIN program except its output is
the SNR and not the fading margin that the main program
calculates
.
The FOREST subroutine was designed to calculate the amount
of forests that lie between points A and B. The routine checks
the heights of the trees every 1/100 of the distance between
the two end points. Every time that the height of the trees
intersects the line-of- sight , it adds one more percent to its
counter. When the routine is completed, it has a number that
expresses the percent of the distance that the tree height
exceeded the line- of- sight . This percent is returned to the
main program where the depth of the forest in meters is




On the battlefield are positioned sixty-six units that
comprise the Marine Amphibious Brigade (NIAB) . There is also
one point that represents an external connection with higher
headquarters plus seven repeater stations. In addition to
the one special point, any node near the boundary of the MAB
could be used as an external connection point. These seventy-
four points and their relative positions were furnished by
Ref. 11. In their original form they had a frontage of 16 km
and a depth of 26 km. Position number 1 was the Regimental
Headquarters and also grid center for the map. All other
positions were given coordinates relative to the Regimental
Headquarters as sho\\ai in Table 1.
Since the STAR terrain model map of Hunfeld, West Germany,
was only 10 km wide by 30 km in depth, there existed a need
to decrease the frontage of the MAB . Each unit's lateral
distance from grid center was decreased by 5/8 and it was
given coordinates that made it compatible with the Hunfeld
map. Table 2 lists the new coordinates and Figure 10 shows
the relative positions of all points on the map.
The reduced frontage of the MAB does make connectivity
easier on this terrain model because of the reduction in the
average amount of trees between nodes. Whether or not this
frontage is realistic is a question that cannot be answered
without knowledge of the density of the enemy units. It is
36
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worth noting that the 16 km front was for a situation in
southern California where the lack of trees would have made
the connectivity easier.
The points v\/ent through another transition when they were
actually placed on the map. A term was used, called
"antenna sight selection," whereby each antenna was placed
within 200 - 500 meters from the unit's location in an area
that was conducive to radio frequency communications. This
kept the antennas out of the bottom of ravines and also prevented
enemy direction finding systems from pinpointing unit locations,
since the antenna and unit were not colocated.
A list of final coordinates is given as Table 3 along with
their "Mobility Factor." Each unit has been given a mobility
factor of either one or zero. If a unit has a mobility factor
of zero, then it is assumed to be in almost constant motion
and unable to erect an external antenna. Its antenna is
defined as being three meters above the ground. If a unit
has a mobility factor of one, then it is using an external
antenna that is either three meters above the ground when the
unit is in a clearing, or three meters above the forest
when the unit is in a forest. Mobility factors of one have
been given to units of battalion size and larger.
After all the units of the MAB were analyzed for
connectivity in the first set of positions, described in Table 3
and Figure 11, they were moved back from the FEBA. The FEBA
is near the grid line 40000. They were again analyzed in
the second set of positions, described in Table 4 and
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Figure 12, and moved again. The final set of positions used
is described in Table 5 and Figure 13. Each time that the
set of units was moved, their relative positions to one another
were maintained. This was accomplished by requiring each unit
to move backward into the next adjoining grid square. The
units were permitted, however, to find an optimum position
in that adjoining grid square. The movement of the repeaters,
nodes 68 through 74, were not as strictly controlled as the
units. When the units were moved into their second set of
positions, the repeaters were not moved. The repeater
positions were changed when the units were moved into the
third set of positions. They were positioned on key terrain
in positions relative to where they were at the start of the
problem. Thus, their role of bridging the gap between distant
units was again reinstated.
Three enemy listening posts were established along the FEBA
and they were used to analyze what units could be intercepted.
Analysis of RF interception is discussed in Chapter V.
T n




























































29 Inf Co A
30 Inf Co B
31 Inf Co C
32 Inf Co D
33 Engr 1
34 Engr 2
35 Inf Co E
36 Inf Co F
37 Inf Co G
38 Inf Co H
39 Inf Co I
40 Inf Co K
41 Inf Co L
42 Inf Co M
43 Arty Bn
44 Arty Bty A
45 Arty Bty B
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48 LAAM
49 Ar'iiDr Bn
50 AjTmor Co A















































































































24 F^.^D 8 41100 19 800
25 TAAD 9 47300 15400
26 FAAD 10 48500 16300
27 FAAD 11 47800 19100
28 FAAD 12 49400 18200
29 Inf Co A 42800 10800
30 Inf Co B 41500 11500
31 Inf Co C 42400 12800
32 Inf Co D 41800 14300
33 Engr 1 44000 12500
34 Engr 2 43800 14900
35 Inf Co E 42100 15900
36 Inf Co F 41500 16900
37 Inf Co G 41300 18200
38 Inf Co H 42000 19500
39 Inf Co I 48100 14700
40 Inf Co K 48000 17000
41 Inf Co L 48200 18000
42 Inf Co M 49100 18900
43 Arty Bn 48000 12400
44 Arty Bty A 45000 11500
45 Arty Bty B 44400 16200




47 Arty bty D
48 u.m
U9 Armor Bn
50 Armor Co A














































70 Repeater 3 50000 12000
71 Repeater 4 60500 12500
72 Repeater 5 64000 14500
73 Repeater 5 5 7500 12500
7U Repeater 7 54000 16000
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Table 3. MAB Unit locations, the first set of data points with antenna
sight selection, and mobility factor.
MODE ^JAM£ MOB I LIT/ LOCATION
1 Inf Regt 1 50500 15100
o Inf Bn 1 46400 12100
3 Inf Bn 1 46200 17100
u Inf Bn 1 50000 16500
5 TACP 1 41600 10300
D TACP 2 40200 11200
7 TACP 3 40500 12400
8 TACP 4 40200 13900
9' TACP 5 40200 15500
10 TACP 6 b 40300 16800
11 TACP 7 40300 18500
12 TACP 8 40300 19800
13 TACP 9 47100 14200
14 TACP 10 47200 16400
15 TACP 11 47000 17900
16 TACP 12 49100 19300
17 FAAD 1 40400 10500
18 FAAD 2 40400 11900
19 FAAD 3 40600 13200
20 FAAD 4 40300 14800
21 FAAD 5 41200 15300
22 FAAD 6 40400 17500
23 FAAD 7 40500 19000
48

rJODE riAME MO EI LIT/ LOCATIOM
24 FAAD 8 41100 19800
25 FAAD 9 47300 15400
26 FAAD 10 48500 16300
27 FAAD 11 47800 19100
28 FAAD 12 49400 18200
29 Inf Co A 42800 10900
30 Inf Co B 41400 11700
31 Inf Co C 42400 13000
32 Inf Co D 41500 14500
33 Engr 1 1 44200 12500
34 Engr 2 1 43300 15200
35 Inf Co E 42100 15900
36 Inf Co F 41500 16900
37 Inf Co G 41300 18200
38 Inf Co H 42000 19500
39 Inf Co I 48100 14700
UO Inf Co K 48000 17000
41 Inf Co L 48100 18400
42 Inf Co M 49900 18900
43 Arty Bn 1 47800 12900
44 Arty Bty A 1 45000 11500
45 Arty Bty B 1 44100 16300
46 Arty Bty C 1 47000 18600
49

NODE ^J/^WE MOBILITY LOCATION
47 Arty Bty D 1 46500 14600
48 LAAM 1 45000 14600
U9 Armor Bn 1 46400 13300
50 Armor Co A 1 43700 11200
51 Armor Co B 1 43800 18200
52 Mortar 1 1 46000 11000
53 Mortar 2 1 46600 18300
54 Mortar 3 1 50000 17900
55 MAS (Pwd) 1 53200 13600
56 Helo Sqdn 1 54600 11300
57 r-lAG 1 59200 11900
58 TACC 1 59200 12900
59 Sqdn (VMF) 1 59700 10800
60 Sqdn (VMA) 1 63200 11300
61 TAOC 1 62800 13100
62 MATCU 1 64300 11200
63 MAB (Rear) 1 61700 14600
64 LSG 1 63000 17800
65 LSU 1 1 59200 14200
66 LSU 2 1 60700 17600
67 External 1 66000 16600
68 Repeater 1 1 55000 15300
69 Repeater 2 1 56500 19500
50

flODE NAT-IE MOBILir/ LOCATION
70 Repeater 3 1 50200 12100
71 Repeater 4 1 60700 12800
72 Repeater 5 1 64200 14500
73 Repeater 6 1 57500 12800
74 ' Repeater 7 1 54190 16200
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Table M-. MAB Unit locations, the second set of data points with antenna
sight selection, and mobility factor.
MODE r-JAME MOBILITi LOCATIOM
1 Inf Regt 1 51250 15000
2 Inf Bn 1 47300 12000
3 Inf Bn 1 47100 17600
U Inf Bn 1 51000 16900
5 TACP 1 42700 10050
6 TACP 2 41100 11200
7 TACP 3 41200 12900
8 TACP 4 41400 13800
9 TACP 5 41200 15300
10 TACP 6 41800 16900
11 TACP 7 41600 18600
12 TACP 8 41400 19200
13 TACP 9 48100 14600
14 TACP 10 48500 16400
15 TACP 11 48200 17600
16 TACP 12 50900 19000
17 FAAJD 1 41400 10400
18 FAAD 2 41400 11700
19 FAAD 3 41200 13000
20 FAAD 4 41500 14500
21 FAAD 5 42100 15400
22 FAAD 6 41300 17400
23 FAAD 7 41100 19000
52

nODE MAME MOBILITY LOd^TIOM
24 FAAD 8 42300 19900
25 F'AAD 9 48600 15500
26 FAAD IC1 49900 16700
27 FAAD 1] 48300 19800
28 FAAD Y,) 50400 18500
29 Inf 'Co A 43800 10400
30 Inf 1Co B 42100 11300
31 Inf 1Co C 43700 13500
32 Inf iCo D 42400 14500
33 Engr 1 1 45200 12900
34 Engr 2 1 44100 15700
35 Inf 1Co E 43600 15900
36 Inf 'Co F 42200 16900
37 Inf 'Co G 42100 18600
38 Inf iCo H 43000 19300
39 Inf Co I 49800 14300
40 Inf Co K 48700 17200
41 Inf Co L 49100 18900
42 Inf Co M 50600 18800
43 Arty Bn 1 48900 12800
44 Arty Bty A 1 46250 11550
45 Arty Bty B 1 45990 16300
46 Arty Bty C 1 48050 18300
53

MODE NAME MOBlLin' LOCATIOn
47 Arty Pty D 1 47990 14750
US lAm 1 46200 14200
H9 ArmDr Bn 1 47300 13800
50 Armor Co A 1 44600 11200
51 Armor 'Jo B 1 44050 18900
52 Mortal" 1 1 47800 10950
53 Mortar 2 1 47400 18550
54 Mortar 3 1 51990 17850
MAB (FWd) 1 54900 13800
56 Helo Sqdn 1 55400 11050
57 MAG 1 60300 11200
58 TACC 1 60700 12800
59 Sqdn (VMF) 1 60900 10100
60 Sqdn (VMA) 1 64300 11200
51 TAOC 1 63500 13400
62 MA.TCU 1 65600 11800
53 MAB (Rear) 1 62600 14100
64 LSG 1 64400 17900
65 LSU 1 1 60100 14200
65 LSU 2 1 61400 16950
67 External 1 66600 16700
68 Repeater 1 1 55000 15300
69 Repeater 2 1 56500 19500
54

NODE NAt-IE MOBILIT/ LOCATION
7U Repeater 3 1 50200 12100
71 Repeater 4 1 60700 12 800
72 Repeater 5 1 64200 14500
73 Repeater 5 1 57500 12800
74 Repeater 7 1 5 419 162 00
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Table 5. MAB Unil locations, the thipd set of data points with antenna
sight selection, and mobility factor.
MODL H^tWZ MOEILITl' LOCATIOM
1 Inf Regt 1 52800 15700
Inf Bn 1 48900 12800
3 Inf Bn 1 48200 17600
u Inf Bn 1 51990 16300
5 TACP 1 43800 10300
6 TACP 2 42700 11050
7 TACP 3 42450 12900
8 TACP 4 42700 13350
9 TACP 5 42200 15300
10 TACP 6 42900 16500
11 TACP 7 42050 18600
12 TACP 8 42500 19500
13 TACP 9 49200 14100
14 TACP 10 49990 16450
15 TACP 11 49990 17900
16 TACP 12 51100 19600
17 FAAD 1 42700 10050
18 FAAD 2 42950 11800
19 FAAD 3 42100 13250
20 FAAD 4 42200 14600
21 FAAD 5 43300 15050
22 FAAD 6 42050 17200
23 FAAD 7 42990 19300
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MODE MA^E MOB I LIT/ LOCATIOM
2U FAAD 8 43800 19600
25 FAAD 9 49990 15990
26 FAAD 10 50100 16700
27 FAAD 11 49500 19800
28 FAAD 12 51950 18250
29 Inf Co A 44950 10050
30 Inf Co B 43700 11050
31 Inf Co C 44500 13300
32 Inf Co D 43350 14650
33 Engr 1 1 46050 12950
34 Engr 2 1 45600 15050
35 Inf Co E 44500 15100
36 Inf Co F 43200 16400
37 Inf Co G 43800 18250
38 Inf Co H 43950 19200
39 Inf Co I 50500 14950
40 Inf Co K 49950 17250
m Inf Co L 50400 18500
42 Inf Co M 51800 18950
43 Arty Bn 1 49990 12990
44 Arty Bty A 1 47750 11400
45 Arty Bty B 1 46700 16300
46 Arty Bty C 1 48990 18050
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rJODE I1/^>IE MOBILITf LOCATIOM
4 7 Arty Ety D 1 48100 14600
48 LAAM 1 47100 14200
49 ArmDr Bn 1 48800 13250
50 Armor Co A 1 45950 11050
51 Armor Co B 1 45700 18400
52 Mortar 1 1 48500 10950
53 Mortar 2 1 48050 18300
54 Mortar 3 1 52100 17900
55 MAB (fVjd) 1 55300 13900
55 Helo Sqdn 1 56950 11950
57 MAG 1 61950 11950
58 TACC 1 61950 12850
59 Sqdn (VMF) 1 61950 10250
60 Sqdn (VMA) 1 65600 11800
61 TAOC 1 64050 13400
62 MATCU 1 66700 11100
63 MAB (Rear) 1 63200 14100
64 LSG 1 65100 17900
65 LSU 1 1 61650 14550
65 LSU 2 1 62900 16600
67 External 1 67200 15200
68 Repeater 1 1 56550 14500
69 Repeater 2 1 59600 18900
58

MOLE NAI-IE MOBILITY LOCATIOf]
70 Repeater 3 1 52600 12050
71 Repeater 4 1 62300 12050
72 Repeater 5 1 64200 14500
73 Repeater 6 1 59250 12990





The operational characteristics of the radio frequency
band have a major impact on the connectivity of the MAB's
packet radio system. The lowest and highest frequencies which
can be used for a packet radio system are determined primarily
by considerations of bandwidth and propagation link loss.
Practical, cost-effective radio equipment is difficult to
find if the ratio of RF bandwidth to RF center frequency is
much larger than about 15^. With a 16 kbs data rate and a
32 kHz RF bandwidth, this puts the lower bound of RF center
frequencies at about 200 kHz. With pseudonoise modulation,
the lowest usable frequency will be multiplied by the
"spreading factor."
The upper limits of usable frequencies are determined by
total link losses. As the operating frequency rises above
about 10 GHz, absorptive losses due to the atmosphere, rain,
and foliage penetration rapidly increase, and the resulting
range is reduced accordingly.
B. SHF CONNECTIVITY
For a center frequency of 40 GHz and a percent reliability
of 99.91, Figures 6a and 7 give the maximum single hop distance





141 dB i [(11^)2 . Lq^ . H.oldB ' ^L^ain^dB
141 dB > 132 dB + 8 dB
For a maximum distance of 2.5 km a link can exist in the
absence of any trees. From Figure 14 for a frequency of 40
GHz the attenuation due to trees is between 2 and 5 dB per
meter of forest. At this frequency, a single tree could
produce almost 50 dB of attenuation. Therefore, Figure 15
displays all links that are less than 2.5 km and whose line-
of -sight is not obstructed by any trees. Only S3°6 of the
units have a connection, and these connections are broken
down into eight disjointed sets. It is obvious at 40 GHz
that connectivity does not exist.
If 20 GHz is used as the center frequency with the same
percent reliability, Figures 6a and 7 give the maximum single
hop distance as 5 km. From Figure 14 for a frequency of
20 GHz, the attenuation due to trees is still about 2 to 5 dB
per meter. Figure 16 displays all the links that are less
than 5 km and whose line-of -sight is not obstructed by any
trees. This is a noticeable improvement in that 69% of the
units have a connection, but connectivity does not exist
since there is a limited capability to pass traffic from the

































One-Uav Attenuation Coefficient (dB/a)
Figure 14. Attenuation due to foliage [Ref. 12]
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Figure 16. Connectivity at 20 GHz for the first data set
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such as 54 and 56 would cause the system to become disjointed.
From Figure 16, it is obvious that a greater reduction in
center frequency is still needed. Connectivity o£ the
MAB's units in the SHF band is limited by the poor tree
penetration quality and by the requirement to have short
links. Units with antennas below the forest ceiling will
never be able to connect at frequencies above about 10 GHz.
Further analysis was therefore directed not only to finding
a good frequency for connectivity but also to finding one with
good tree penetration qualities.
C. UHF AND VHF CONNECTIVITY
At frequencies below SHF, Figures 6a, b, and c, and 7
cannot be used to determine path loss. At these lower fre-
quencies the path loss is more accurately approximated by
Bullington's equation as shown in Figures 3 and 4. The
attenuation due to foliage penetration at VHF and UHF can
be determined by Nathanson's equation. Therefore the link
loss equation is
2
(Attenuation),^ = [.r^] ^ + 0.25 f^^^
^dB
^Hp^^dB
Figure 17 displays the five nearest neighbors at a center
frequency of 1.5 GHz that have a total link loss of less than




l°rGFz'fo7.r%'''^ '"^ "^^^^^^ neighbors ati.i bh or the first date:a set.
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developed because some nodes see over 20 other nodes. The
five nearest neighbors concept functions such that a node
displays the five nearest of all the links that it has.
Nearest is determined as a function of the x and y coordinates
only, and does not take into account changes in elevation.
Figure 17 has only five nodes that do not have a single
connection with another node, and all of these five have a
mobility factor of zero. To connect these nodes, a lower
frequency with a better tree penetration quality is needed.
In order to provide a high frequency with ample bandwidth
for multi-channel operations, and a low frequency for tree
penetration, a frequency pair was analyzed. The high
frequency was 1.5 GHz and the low frequency was either
150 MHz or 300 MHz. These three frequencies were used
throughout the remainder of the report. The five nearest
neighbors concept was still used without regard to whether
the link was being carried on the high or low frequency. One
of the problems with this concept is that, as the number of
low-frequency links increased, there was a decrease in the
number of high-frequency links that fell within the five
nearest neighbors rule. Though the use of lower- frequency
links produced more of a direct path through the network, they
were not beneficial to all nodes. Some nodes had high-
frequency links capable of carrying multiple channels replaced
by narrow-band, short links, capable of carrying only a few
channels. This is evident when one compares Figures 17 and 18




^°^r''^i:^^F ^°^ °^^y ^^^ 1-5 GH^ links fromamong the five nearest neighbors for 300 MHz andl.b Gnz, for the first data set.
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Figure 18 is the high-frequency links that fit the five
nearest neighbors rule when the lower frequency is 300 MHz.
There is a 21% reduction in the number of high-frequency
links but a 11% increase in the number of total links.
The total link connectivity is displayed in Figure 19
where the solid line represents a link that is being
carried on the high frequency, and a solid line with a tick
mark on it represents a link that is being carried on the low
frequency. This is the first connection pattern that
includes all the nodes. Figure 19 was generated from
Table 6. Table 6 displays the transmit station on the left,
the number of links that exist, and the five nearest
receiving stations . The second digit under the receiving
stations is a zero if the link is being carried on the high
frequency and a one if the link is being carried on the
low frequency.
If the low frequency is 150 MHz and the high frequency is
maintained at 1.5 GHz the connectivity is described in
Figure 20. On the average this produces more low-frequency
links and reduces the number of high-frequency links that make
up the backbone of wideband multi-channel links. The con-
nectivity of the units near the FEBA is increased by the
use of 150 MHz, but at the expense of channel capacity
throughout the entire network. This decrease in high-
frequency links can be seen by comparing Figure 18 for 300 MHz
and 1.5 GHz, with Figure 21 for only 150 MHz and 1.5 GHz.
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Figure 19. Connectivity for the five nearest neighbors for300 MHz and 1.5 GHz, for the first data se?
frequency
'''^"^ '^^""^ ^""^ carried at the lower
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Figure 20. Connectivity for the five nearest neighbors for150 MHz
_ and 1.5 GHz, for the first dafa set.




Figure 21 Connectivity for only the 1.5 GHz links from amongthe five nearest neighbors for 15 MHz and 1.5 GHz,for the first data set.
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Both of these figures display the high-frequency links that
meet the five nearest neighbors rule. By using 150 MHz
as the low frequency vice 300 MHz, a 10% reduction in the
number of high-frequency links is created.
D. CONNECTIVITY WITH UNIT MOVEMENT
In order to check the MAB's connectivity under different
terrain conditions, all units were moved back off the FEBA
into the next adjoining grid squares. Figure 22 displays the
connectivity for a low frequency of 300 MHz and a high
frequency of 1 . 5 GHz, with unit positions as described in
Table 4 and Figure 12. Figure 23 also displays the five
nearest neighbors but with a low frequency of 150 MHz. Both
figures show evidence of the connectivity problem caused by
the 6 km ridge that runs along grid line 59000, just forward
of node 59. The connectivity problem caused by ridges and
ravines will not be overcome solely by using packet radios.
Care must be taken when assigning unit locations so that a
repeater or unit is located with connectivity to both sides
of the ridge.
The MAB units were m.oved a second time back into the next
adjoining grid squares. The unit locations are described in
Table 5 and Figure 13. The connectivity problem encountered
by the ridge running along grid line 59000 has been eliminated
by positioning repeater number 73 on top of the ridge.
Figure 24 displays the five nearest neighbors when only the
high frequency of 1.5 GHz is used. Figure 25 shows the
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Figure 22. Connectivity for the five nearest neighbors for
30 MHz and 1.5 GHz, for the second data set.




Figure 23. Connectivity for the five nearest neighbors for
150 MHz and 1.5 GHz, for the second data set.






Figure 214 Connectivity for the five
nearest neighbors at
1.5 GHz, for the third data set.
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9 01 9 2
Figure 25. Connectivity for only the 1.5 GHz links from among
the five nearest neighbors for 300 MHz and 1.5 GHz,
for the third data set.
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connectivity by the high-frequency links when the five
nearest neighbors rule is employed with a low frequency of
300 MHz and a high frequency of 1.5 GHz. The total connectivity
for these two frequencies is displayed in Figure 26.
These figures show good connectivity at the high
frequency, which is the backbone of the high-volume , multi-
channel system. They also provide ample routing capability
for all nodes, even the units located near the FEBA with
mobility factors of zero.
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Figure 26. Connectivity for the five nearest neighbors for
300 MHz and 1.5 GHz, for the third data set.





Table 5. The five nearest neighbors for 300 MHz and 1.5 GHz
for the first data set.
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Three enemy listening posts (LP) were established in
order to determine which units were capable o£ transmitting
across the FEBA. The listening posts were numbered 90,
91 and 92, and were located at 40050 11650, 40050 15500, and
40050 19500. For each LP, an analysis was done to determine
if an RF link existed to any one of the 74 nodes. If a link
existed, then the SNR at the receiver input for an antenna
gain of 5.83 dB was given. This SNR was given for both the
low and high frequencies that the transmitter might be using.
The distance between the LP and node was also given along
with the amount of forests penetrated.
Table 7 shows all the links that exist for a low frequency
of 150 MHz and a high frequency of 1.5 GHz. The units are
located at the first set of data points as described in
Figure 11. Figure 27 displays all the nodes that produce
an SNR of greater than -30 dB at any one of the listening
posts. The nodes with the large dots are the ones that can
be intercepted. If the high frequency only is displayed
as in Figure 28, there is a noticeable reduction in the
number of nodes that produce an SNR > - 30 dB at the FEBA.
Therefore the high frequency is again recommended because
of its bandwidth and low probability of intercept.
If the units are moved back off the FEBA one grid square
to locations as in Figure 12, the stations that can be
90

Table 7. The nodes that can be intercepted for 150 MHz and
1.5 GHz, for the first data set. The distance and
amount of forest between nodes is also displayed.
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Figure 27. The nodes with the large dots can be intercepted
with a SNR greater than -3 dB if they are
























Figure 28. Links that can be intercepted with a SNR greater




intercepted at the low frequency appear in Figure 29 and the
high frequency in Figure 30. Finally, if the units are again
moved as in Figure 13, the units that can be intercepted
at the low frequency appear in Figure 31 and the high
frequency in Figure 32. These figures show that the
probability of intercept decreases with increasing distance
and frequency, as was expected. It is evident that, in order
to decrease the amount of traffic intercepted, the low,
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Figure 29. The nodes with the large dots can be intercepted
with a SNR greater than -30 dB if they are


















Figure 30. Links that can be intercepted with a SNR greater
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Figure 31. The nodes with the large dots can be intercepted
with a SNR greater than -30 dB if they are




























Figure 32. Links that can be intercepted with a SNR greater




VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
From the data presented in this report, it can be con-
cluded that connectivity to support a practical packet radio
system can be provided for terrain typical of western Europe.
The system should have the capability of transmitting on at
least two frequencies in the VHP and UHF bands. One of these
frequencies should be in the high VHP range and would be
needed as the tree-penetration frequency. The other frequency
could be near 1.56Hz and would be used as the wide-band,
multi-channel frequency.
The algorithm used for selecting the frequency in the packet
radio should make maximum use of the high frequency. The low
frequency need only be used where the high frequency fails
to connect with another node. Relying on the high frequency
will not only increase the total system's channel capacity,
but will also decrease the probability of being intercepted.
Figure 33 shows the connectivity under these constraints.
The system is based on the five nearest neighbors rule for the
third set of data points and a high frequency of 1.5 GHz.
Then only the nodes without connectivity were permitted to
use the lower frequency of 300 MHz. This network has 95^
of the links being carried on the high frequency and only
35% of the nodes with the capability of being intercepted, as




Figure 33. Connectivity for the five nearest neighbors at
1.5 GHz with selected nodes using 300 MHz, third




































Figure 3M-. Links that can be intercepted with a SNR greater
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